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1 owe a great debt to several colleagues for their roles in making this essay happen. First, and most
significantly, Dirksen Bauman not only helped instigate—and inspire—the ideas here when he
invited me to he a part of the Summer 2002 Deaf Studies Think Tank, but he gently harassed me
into writing an introductory “personal statement” for the Think Tank that became, in essence the
genesis ofthis essay’s content. Later, as we continued to hold vibrant electronic and face-toface
conversations about my ideas and examples under development, he further influenced not only
the content but also the form of this essay. In a sense, 1 think of this piece as a collaboration witj
Dirksen. Colleagues Cathy Kudlick (Galifornia State—Davis) and Jim Ferris (University ofWiscon.
sin) also came to play a part in the production of this piece as the three ofus shared a kind oftria•
logue performance in a session called simply (hut profoundly) “Between” at the 2004 Society for
Disability Studies meeting in St. Louis. When they helped me further expand the signing and body
space to create a six-armed insect, 1 knew then that after nearly two years of tinkering with this
essay 1 had finally reached the (between) place where 1 not only felt comfortable but now actually
wanted to put the ideas in print.
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Gallaudet University Press, 2004).
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and use “deaf” or “deafness” (little d) to represent both the “deaf” and “Deaf” positions since, as 1
have heen arguing, no one really seems to completely understand the differences and distinctions
between the two terms to begin with.
Donna Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late
Twentieth Century,” in Simians, C’yborgs and Women: The Reinvention ofNature (New York: Rout
ledge, 1991), 149 (brackets mine).
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Universitv Press, 1991).
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(1652; repr., New York: AMS
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These issues over American Sign Language in the academy and its relationship to “foreign lan
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Language Association Annual Gonvention in Philadelphia, Penn.
Jacques Derrida, “Signature, Event, Context,” in Margins ofPhilosophy, trans. Man Bass (Chicago:
Universitv of Chicago Press, 1982), 311.
For more discussion on the consequences of the lack of contextually and culturally based ap
proaches to scholarship in “deaf language and Iiteracy,” see the introduction to Brenda Jo Brueg
gemann, ed., Literacy and Deaf People: Cultoral and Contextual Perspectives (Washington, DC.:
Gallaudet UniversityPress, 2004).
MargretWinzer, The History ofSpecial Education: Fronz Isolation to Integration (Washington, D.C.:
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Physical Borders; Real Borders: continents, oceans, islands, shorelines, rivers. Included in
physical borders could he the connotation extended to the body, a physical demarcation,
such as “hearing” or ‘not hearing,” as a border process. This is simiiar to constructed bor
ders: for a specific purpose, that is, the idea that there is a thing calied “amount ofhearing”
and whether it is a reai category.
Pnliticai Borders; Legal: nations, states, nation-states, towns, cities, etc. Here we enter di
visions of greater societies that include minority groups. Ironically, the Deaf are a minority
group in the Hearing society and HGDP is a suhgroup of the Deafworld. However is it a sub
group within the Hearing worid?
Social Borders: Here the idea of border becomes vague and iii defined. The Hearing soci
ety does not really believe that the Deaf constitute a social group. This definition ofa social
horder is only on the Deaf side of the border. The advent of Deaf Studies as an academic en
deavor has begun to expand the understanding of Deaf as a culturai concept much like the
concepts of black, white, “Hispanic,” Jewish, etc. However, ali ofthese cultural terms have
complicated definftions known oniy to the subgroups within their borders, a process that
will direcdy relate to the discussion of HCDP in this chapter.

In this chapter 1 wffl discuss the lives of Flearing children of Deaf parents (HCDP) and
attempt to relate their ilves to the idea of living on the “bordeL” Border is a concept
recentiy deveioped by examining the lives of minority groups in the United States and
2 The concept of borderiands comes to mmd when we
their handiing of two cultures.
Deafworid
the
and many of the issues that are internai and externai to it.
discBss
The following descriptions of borders are pertinent to the discussion of the Deaf
worid and how they and their ehiidren live. Since this chapter deais with Hearing chii
dren ofDeafparents, the border becomes a dissection of both the hearing and the Deaf
worlds. 1 suhmit that the borderlands consist of the following conditions. We might
think of them as contained within a Venn diagram, where they are not exclusive of each
other hut have overlapping and separate components.
3 We will have to deal with the fol
iowing descriptions and their conceptual constructs.

—Brenda Brueggemann, 2002

The role of Deaf Studies has great potential in contributing to
BorderTheory/Studies. We should explore issues of border within
the Deaf experience/World. There are tremendous implications
for study and finding a “lost history.”

ROBERT HOFFMEISTER

12. Border Crossings by Hearing Children ofDeafParents:
The Lost History ofCodas
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Why has it been S0 difficult to open up and talk about our lives? Deaf people generally
feel free to talk about their lives with ali the negatives and positives that go along with it.
Why is itso difficult for Codas to say what they feel and taik about who they are in Deaf
or Hearing groups? As a Coda 1 can talk to Deaf people freely about their lives and some
parts of my life, but there seems to he a real psythologicai border that 1 cannot cross to

Where Are the Codas?

Hearing children of Deaf parents are typicaily the succeeding generation in the Deaf
worId. When Deaf people marry they typically have hearing children. It is aImost the
reverse of the Hearing parents of Deaf children situation. Ninety percent (or more) of
Deafchildren are born to Hearing, whereas it is probably true that 90 percent of children
born in Deaf famiies are hearing. The irony extends when we later look at language and
find that more than 60 percent of the HCDPs are exposed to a signed language and may
become fluent in that language.
6 Recentiy, the HCDP has become known as a Coda,
7a
child of Deaf adults. This is the term that is now common among HCDP and Deaf peo
ple in general; hence it will he used from now on in this essay to address HCDP
What do we know about Codas? We know very little, so much of this is from my ob
servations and my own life. The data on Codas are abstracted from keynote presenta
tions, autobiographical books, one research-based text, Preston’s Mother Father Deaf
and information from the Coda conferences, the official GODA publications, and my
notes. My life may he a unique experience, but 1 doubt it.

Who and Where Are the Hearing Children of Deaf Parents?

As can be seen above, “The idea of the ‘border’ or ‘borderlands’ has also been expanded
to include nearly every psychic or geographic space about which one can thematjze
problems of boundary or limit.”
5 This then provides us the opportunity to look at the
borders that the Deaf world is involved within and then examine a single group within
those borders.
1 will first begin by trying to place the HCDP inside the border process by trying to ex
piain the extent of their relationship to the Deafworld. Then 1 will try to expand the bor
der processes and move into particular border ideas such as home, language, and fao,
ily. Within each of these areas 1 will try to oifer some of my own observations and those
of others. Since this area is relatively scant of information, much of what 1 write is my
own and 1 am fully responsible for its content and how other writers are interpreted.

Psychological borders: In the understanding of psychological borders, the academy in
higher education and medicine become the holders of the concepts. The idea of”normaj”
vs. “abnormal” and what these terms mean in relation to individuals and groups is the sub
stance of great debate. But this debate appears to only be on the side of the border where
the
academy resides. In most cases, the academy, because it is also invested in the polftical
and
physical borders of the body, is not interested in examining its meanings within the borders
ofeach group that might he delineated by the social borders.
4
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8 and half are adults, then we could estimate that half
Ifthere are two miilion Deafpeopie
of the adult population of the Deaf are married yielding a potential of 250,000 famiiies.
Ifwe estimate ari average of two children per family we extrapolate that there are about
500,000 Codas in any one generation. One generation is ali that there will he since most
Codas wiil have hearing children oftheir own. This process is typical in bicultural immi
9 It typically takes three generations to become fuily acculturated. In the
grant families.
Deafworld for many Codas it is completed in one generation. Here the idea of One Gen
eration Thick (OGT) was conceived.’° The Hearing children of Deaf adults are removed
from the Deafworld after one generation because the culture and the language are not
passed on from parent to chiid. 1 believe that because we are OGT, we are not interest
ing to look at since we assimilate into the Hearing world so rapidly. A possible reason for
this is that ks easier to assimilate into the Hearing culture.
Codas are not easily identifiabie and therefore are not visihle within either culture.
They are clearly not visihle to Hearing peopie, but within the Deaf world they are a
known
because of family ties. What happens to these Codas when they become
the Hearing world permanentiy? There are no demo
the border
aduhs and
hundred six hundred Codas
graphics available on Codas and there are only about
that are associated with the CODA organization or on its mailing iists. Where do they go
and why do they disappear?
The closer one lives to the border the more aware one is ofits consequences and its
meanings. If one ilves deep in the culture, far away from any “reminders” that there is a
border that has been created, the less the border issues appear. Creation of a border is
to create demarcations, designations, separations, or examples ofdifferences. Since the
the border the less one has
border signifies this process, the further one is removed
to deai with border issues.

“One Generation Thick”

world.
Outside of the Deaf world, 1 can talk about the hearing person hut not the Coda
life. Codas continue to he on the border when they are in contact with the Deafworid.
Since we don’t know much about Godas, 1 am not sure they are border people when they
escape.

separated from this exposure. But ali Codas grow up in two worlds, the Deaf worid of
their farnilies and the Hearing worid. Every Coda leads two lives: one as Coda and one
as a hearing person. They may chose to only iive one life, but ali of them have two. The
Coda life in most cases is not visibie. Hence we share the invisibility of the Deaf in the

other Deaf adults, Deaf clubs, Deaf meetings, ete. However, marxy Codas also grow up

ji1l not cross into when in discussions with Deaf people, but 1 don’t think there are any
areas of reserve among Deaf people and Codas on topies of the Deaf. This is beginning
to chaflge.
Codas grow up in a Deaf family; not ali Codas grow up in the Deaf world. This is an
important distinction. Many Codas do grow up in the Deaf world, exposed to many

tkwI’ Hearing people about my life as a Coda. There are a small number of areas that

0
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Can you have borders within borderlands? Is that the place for Codas? Negotiating
borders for Deaf people is compiicated because national heritage does not accurately
impiy their roots. Borders for Deaf peopie are established based on contact between
people who are like them and people who are different from them.We are culturally and
physically surrounded by borders since borders can he politicai, physical, and psycho
iogicai. As the title of the ifim Passport without a Country suggests, Codas are subject
to arnorphous borders. This documentary is important in that it clearly places Codas
in between cultures. We live on the border or we seek to move as far from the border as
possihle. There are these burning questions of not only where we belong, but what is
our identity Are Codas Deaf and Hearing; that is, are they bicultural?

Internal Borders

Take the case of the first, second, and third generations of immigrant children. The
first generation must live literally on the border; they must learn to deal with two cul
tures, two languages, two sets ofrules, behaviors, etc. The second generation is distanced
from the border but stiil has maximai contact through the extended family. Most likely
the second generation wifl deal with two cultures but it will he ffltered through parents
who are the first generation. The second generation wiIl have contact with the two lan
guages but wiII probably only learn one fluently and might have a passing knowledge
of the other. The rules the second generation ilves by will he the rules of the dominant
cuiture, and they will only he aware of the noridominant cuitural rules. By the third gen
eration, the border issues are far removed and are either only a memory or something
one must “learn” about. The third generation consists of acculturated and assimilated
descendants.
Typically, the firstborn male Coda will learn the language of the family. Many, for
various reasons we wifl explore later, do not acquire the language weli, whereas the first
born female Codas often wiII become fluent. The rest of the siblings may learn the ian
guage but not always to fluency. Or ifthere is a large separation in age between siblings
then more Codas wffl acquire greater proficiency. In addition, the background of the
Deaf parents and their attitudes toward ASL or a signed ianguage also dictate fluency
leveis and skill within the cuiture/family.
First- and secondborn females clearly dominate the group of fluent signers and
knowledge hoiders of the culture within the Coda population. However, in the United
States and most countries the issue of gender also becomes a border. The border issues
of gender interact with the Deaf border issues to malce the process of assimilation into
the culture, access to power, and control of one’s life more complicated.
An excelient example ofthis is that the interpreting field is dominated by females. In
the United States both cuitures appear to view the femaie as the one in the “server roie”
in the family. The Coda femaie may well internalize the larger culturai roles of helpless
ness, nonaggressive personaiity; and subservient attitude. Ali the beneficial values that
maintain the borders of each culture wiIl perpetuate the helping idea and become in
culcated into interpreting values. The resuit of femaies becoming good signers is deait
with in a later section on interpreting.
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It is possihle that the contribution Codas can make is to help clarify the definition of cul
turally Deaf or the word “deaf.” By investigating the question ofwhether Codas are deaf
or hearing we become clearer on what it means to he Deaf. The binary relationship we
have estabiished by the terms Deaf and Hearing must he depoiarized. Codas present a
probiem to that binary relationship. Ifwe continue to maintain this binary split, under
standing our many borders becomes more difficult. Ifwe are ahle to remove this idea of
a binary reiationship between “hearing” and “deaf,” we may arrive at some useful dis
cussion as to membership and transmission of the culture. What is important to recog
nize is that to understand who the Coda is requires a change in definitions in both the
Hearing and Deaf culturai demarcations. Essentially, it’s not only hearing loss. It con
sists of many other things. Because of the attitudes, misconceptions, and lack of reai
knowledge in the Hearing world, Deaf Culture is the only culture in the world where the
definitions ofwho belongs are so confusing. Hence, a Coda would do better to escape ali
this confusion and move as far from the Deaf/Hearing border as possihle.
To begin with, having a hearing loss is one of the significant factors in member
ship of the Deaf community This fact creates an interesting dichotomy. Hearing loss
is avoided as a major factor because it begs the question as to whether a disability un
derlies the definition ofwho is “Deaf.” IfCodas are not to he viewed as members of the
Deafworld the probiem is exacerbated. A really interesting question is that if Codas are
a subgroup within the Deaf worid should we adopt an ethnic modei for Codas? This
would mean that Codas would he viewed as integrai members of the Deaf community
and would be seen as one of the carrier groups of the cuiture across generations.
“To ciaim that Codas are not part of the DeafWorid is puzzling to me. What could be
stronger than the parental bond? How can we not he part of you, Deaf people? We are
2 Davis’s questions pose significant issues. There is some realityto the issue of
ofyou.”
who can claim to use the label “Deaf” in that some Codas are “Deafer” than most Deaf
people.

Who Are Codas?

The distinction between Deaf and Hearing peopie appears to he a weil-defined pro
cess within the Deafworld. However, it is not necessarily so in the Hearing worid. The
use of the terms Deaf and Hearing implies a ciear border. In my growing up there were
Deaf and there were Hearing; rareiy did the two mix or were they confused as to whom
the terms appiied. These boundaries are often ciear to Codas but remain unciear to
others.
In fact for me, since 1 lived on the carnpus of a school for the Deaf it was very clear
who the Hearing people were as there was a reai border. The street physically bordered
our house and the school. When 1 crossed the street it was clear that 1 was moving into
the Hearing side of the border. Most Codas did not have this clear a physical dividing
line, but if one considers the door to your house the border, this clearly holds for ali
’ since once you enter the house you are now in a world constructed and con
t
Codas,
trolled by Deaf parents. Once you left the house you knew that you had to “become”
Heaning in ali ways.
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In the case of language acquisition there are simpie and complicated processes for
Codas. In the case of the parents who use a signed language, the flrstborn Coda typi
cally learns this language, especially if they are female. lf there is enough time between
the second- and firstborn (say four years or more), the secondborn Coda will iearn sign
language. If the secondborn is a femaie, they will learn to sign no matter the time dis
tance between first- and secondborn. One of the first paradoxes we will encounter he
gins here. Many of the Deaf parents of Codas have Hearing parents themselves. As a
result, many of these Deaf parents have learned to sign either from other Deaf children
when they were young or from adults (hearing or Deaf) who were their teachers and
4 This issue is not an insignificant one, in that most of these Deaf
their language modeis.
parents, due to the educational system’s lack of cohesion, have learned an inadequate
version ofAmerican Sign Language (ASL). As a result they graduate from school with an
5 In terms of language acquisition,
impoverished knowledge of both ASL and English.’
we now know that in the case of Deaf children of Deaf parents (DCDP) whose Deaf par
ents are not fluent ASL users, the DCDP will operate on the signed language input and
make it a more fluent languageThcre is no reason not to believe that the same situation
happens with Codas. This suggests that the first generation of Coda signers will be the
first generation of fluent ASL users. For the Deaf world, the use of a signed language is
one of the criteria for membership in DeafCulture.

1

If a culture is passed down from parents to children then Codas learn Deaf Culture
from birth. In addition Codas also learn Hearing culture. Hearing culture is mostly
learned from the extended fai-nily, or in some cases from oider siblings when there are
large age differences between children in the family. Aside from the transmission of
language, Codas learn masiy of the beliefs, mores, and values of the Deaf world. It is
through this process that Codas also learn about the Hearing world and the conflict
that the Hearing world presents to both Deaf and Codas. To the Deaf the Hearing world

Acculturation

With regard to use of a signed language in the communit another factor is the idea of
those Deafpersons who join the Deafworld later in their lives. For the Hearing side of
the border the meaning of”to become Deaf” has to do with the date of acquiring a hear
ing loss. There is a great deal of nomenclature on this issue, as a number of terms and
6 For the Deafworld, “to
definitions garner a large amount ofprint to discuss this idea.’
become Deaf’ does not relate to when hearing loss occurs in a person’s life but to when
they learned to accept and use a signed language. There are many people who have
acquired a hearing loss but are not members of the Deaf world. These people are dis
tinguished from those who have decided to learn a signed language and join the Deaf
world. This is a conscious identity issue. However, with respect to Codas, since we are
born into the Deaf world, it is not a conscious decision to join the Deaf world but to
separate and he excluded from it.
Given the above discussion, as children more Codas are fluent in a signed language
than the majority of the Deaf world. Some maintain their fluency throughout aduit
hood; some lose their fluency as they separate and become more fuli-time members of
the Hearing world and, in effect, remove themselves from the Deafworld.
What distinguishes Codas from their peers in the Deaf world is the exposure and
use of spoken English. Ail Codas (with very few exceptions) become fluent in the spo
ken language of the Hearing community in which their parents reside (spoken English
in my case).
Many Codas initially think they are Deaf. It is not uncommon to hear stories ofCodas
who did not realize there were Hearing people out there, who did nothing but use their
voice. However, by the time a Coda learns to interact with others, the Hearing world is
clearly evident. Most Codas are biingual by the time they are three to five years of age.
Given the Hearing world’s fear of the effects of hearing loss, there is typicaliy great ef
fort by the Hearing extended family to ensure that the Coda offspring will learn to talk.
Codas who are ahle to use a signed language’
7 and who use a spoken language are in fact
the true biinguals of the Deafworld, even in comparison with DCDP who learn English
vety well. Although the DCDP’s English will he excellent, it will not always he fluent. An
other irony may he that the Coda who is fluent in ASL and Engiish more resembles the
person who has Iost their hearing later (after age six) and learns ASL fluently.’
8

“If Deaf is characterized by a condition,’ a pathology’ then no. But if it is exclusively a
cultural distinction, characterized hy experience and language, then surely Codas can
13 Todd Czubek’s comments lead us to look at some questions
he at least partially ‘Deaf.”
and try to frame some answers that will create further discussion. Who are Codas and
where is our center?
It is ciear that Codas do not have a hearing loss. Hence, hearing ioss by itself may not
he the distinguishing characteristic of the Deaf world. Hearing children of parents who
have a hearing loss are viewed as “Codas.” In this chapter 1 will refer to these parents as
Deaf. However, Deaf must he understood in the cultural terminology on the Deaf side
of the border. Deaf is someone who identifies as Deaf. The issue of hearing loss is not
an absolute with regard to who is “Deaf.” We ali know that “Deaf” as a culturai term in
cludes people whose hearing loss can he very slight, what the Hearing might refer to
as Hard of Hearing (HoH). Many of these people have decided as an identity process
to stop using their voice when interacting with the Hearing. However, we ali know that
sometimes, a Deaf person who is capable of spealdng will use their voice if they feel it is
necessary Hence, “hearing loss” and “voice” are not necessary conditions for someone
to he considered Deaf. There are many Codas who do not use their voice on the Deaf
side of the border. They will use their voice on the Hearing side of the border. This situ
ation is equivaient to the HoH above.

FromWhom Do Codas Learn?

When Do People Become Deaf?

BORDER CROSSINGS

Can Codas Be Considered Deaf?
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There are two more issues that cause Codas to have ari unclear definition as to who
they are. In many situations, for those Coda who sign, they are often mistaken for being
Deaf. Typically, this is by those Deaf people who have Hearing parents. Some Codas are
even ahle to fool those who are highly fluent users of ASL as in the DCDP Codas are
adept at code switching and adjusting their signing to the requirements of the inter
°
2
action leveis. It is for this reason that many Codas are mistakenly thought of as Deaf.
This ability to move in the Deaf world, understand how it operates, and function as
a Deaf person demonstrates that many Codas are actualiy more culturally Deaf than
many Deaf people.
Ali of this results in raising the issue of identity formation. How does the Coda
become a fully integrated person, capable of functioning in both worlds but urider
standing what place we inhabit? Ciearly, one avenue is to escape totally into the Hear
ing world and ignore or even reject the Deaf world. This process can clearly instil that
the border is truly a border and does not need to he crossed except under very special
conditions. To ohtain a better picture of Codas and the process of identity in aduit
hood, the reader is referred to an excellent documentary entitled A Passport without a
’
2
Country.

Who Can Pass as Deaf?

is dangerous, one ofwhich to he suspicious and aware. Hearing peopie exhibit ari igno..
rance of the Deafway ofiife and one must he careful when crossing the border and fr
teracting with the Hearing. In addition, the Hearing who are professionais are to he eri
countered with extreme caution. Those Hearing professionais who “know” about the
Deaf are the most dangerous. For it is through them that the Deaf have learned about
the Hearing world. Deaf people grow up in schools and learn the values of the Hearing
world that are in essence founded on the fact that to be Deaf is negative and therefore
the closer you can be to acting I-Iearing is a positive. This belief is the antithesis of the
Deafworld, and Codas learn this at a very young age. In fact, it takes Codas a great deaj
of time to understand that even though they are “hearing” they are not included in the
reference to ‘Hearing” people by Deaf people. This issue, itself, deserves a great deal of
discussion but will not he expanded upon here. However, suffice it to acknowledge that
when Deaf people discuss their problems with Hearing people and Codas are present,
this can cause a real identity crisis. Codas have been ahle to solve this crisis on their
own, since it is unique to the Deaf/Hearing worlds and is probahly the major issue of
9
sitting on the border.’
An interesting resuit of growing up in a Deaf family is that for Codas the iden
tity issue is a psychological division having no physical demarcation. So in essence
we must borrow our parents’ physical condition as part of our own identity process.
Then we must go through great effort to understand this issue and separate ourselves
from our Deaf sides. It is probahly this reason that drives so many Codas into fully par
ticipating in the Hearing world and keeping the Deaf world at arm’s length (no pun
intended).

ROBERT HOFFMEISTER
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Howdoes the Coda handie the dilemma suggested ahove? Since there are two lives in
the border process, what actually might happen when many Codas cross the border
into the DeafWorld is that they become Deaf. That is, they hegin to sign and many turn
fftheir voice (unless members oftheir hearing family are present; more ahout this later
0
n this chapter), ignore any of the noises or talking around them, and enter into conver
sations with different groups ofDeafpeople. Ifthere are introductions to be made, these
are conducted under Deaf cultural rules. If 1 meet someone new it is important that they
know where 1 came from, in my case that 1 grew up in a school for the Deaf, which one,
and where my parents grew up, where they currently live, and with what schools they
were associated.
However, even after heing integrated into the Deaf group, a Coda will stii he consid
ered Hearing. When 1 enter or function within the Hearing world, 1 must attempt to put
aside ail of the Deaf behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs in order to participate smoothly.
For example, it is not important where you came from or where you lived when you are
introduced to someone new. This creates a conflict, in that this shallow introduction
suggests that the hearing person is not really interested in you; they are only doing this
as a courtesy. For me, it has been hard to function in new Hearing groups because 1 am
not really aware of how to expand the conversation with a new person. If 1 ask where
they are from and about their family, it could he taken as too personal an inquiry.
When 1 meet hearing people 1 initially avoid telling them 1 have Deaf parents. This
prevents much confusion and extended explanation. Since the Hearing world has heen
socialized to view the Deaf as a probiem group, the conversation always ends up with
preconceived standard questions. How did you learn to talk? Do you use a sign language?
Do your parents talk? Etc. It is interesting to note that many Codas have developed this
22
strategy because they are always tired of explaining their parents to the world.
Alternatively, when 1 would meet Deaf people theywould see me as a Coda, an auto
matic ally but not part of the Deafworld. When 1 meet hearing people who find out 1 am
a Coda they wouid not label me as a Coda, but they would also see me as an ally of the
Deafworld and not a member of the Hearingworld.We end up being uncategorized. No
other cultural group goes through this process except maybe children ofGays and Les
23 It doesn’t matterwhich side of the borderyou are on, you are not “one ofthem.”
bians.
As Codas we meet different types of Hearing people who are ahle to create inner
conflict. For most of us, the average Hearing person poses no threat other than ask
ing some questions from ignorance. On the other hand, there is a subgroup of Hearing
people who are professionais whether in the field of hearing loss or in fields with which
we may come in contact. For example, members of two professional groups cause
great disharmony for Codas: medical professionais and educational professionais, two
groups whose goals are to “help” people Live better in the world. The medical people
are t-ypically encountered in two ways. First, for every Coda they are encouritered when
our parents enter the hospital. It is here that ali of us must return to the Deaf side of
the worLd. The ignorance displayed by the medical professionals about Deaf people is
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1 knew my mother was Ioving and devoted, working hard at a low paying job to earn the ne
cessities ofiife. 1 knew my father was a gifted artist and capable writer. Ele wrote a column for

In his Coda memoir, Lennard Davis writes,

Identity and Belief Systems

ramparit. One of the major themes of stories told by Codas has to do with how to handje
the medicine man and the hospital setting. The conflict that ensues is undeniably the
greatest for Codas. It is probably here that the attitude about the Hearing world is solidj•
fied in the Coda psyche.
As one example, 1 have been put in the position of interpreting for one of my par
ents while they were in the emergency room. My father was on a gurney, both hands
were tied to the gurney, and compresses were covering his eyes. The doctor was yelling
at hirn to stop fighting, even after my repeated attempts to explain that he was Deaf and
couldn’t hear. What the doctor mistook for “fighting” the restraints was my father finger
spelling “A-M 1 D-E-A-D” because with the compresses over his eyes, his hands tied,
and some drug that was injected to partially paralyze hirn, he was unahle to figure out
where he was. After 1 removed the compresses and was able to converse with hirn, he
quieted down. However, the doctor continued to yell at my father “to stay awake.” There
was much more to this incident, but this gives you the fiavor of the scene. In another
example, a Coda arrived at the hospital and the father had been preparing a meal for his
sick spouse but was sitting in the waiting area at the request of the nurses. It happened
that the spouse had died earlier, and the doctors and nurses feit it best to wait for the
Coda to arrive to teil the husband/father. These actions demonstrate that medical per
sonnel treat Deafpeople as children with little respect and that they do not believe Deaf
people are able to function as competent adults. Many times when Codas return to the
border, they are put in the position of interpreting for their parents in times of extreme
stress, which serves to drive thern even further from the border. Many ofthese Icinds of
stories are known within the culture.
Another group consists of Hearing educators who are supposed to he knowledge
able about the Deaf, especially ifthese educators are in the oral educational field, which
is becoming more pertinent given the cochlear irnplants of today. It is not uncommon
for educators to have instilled in many Deaf people that the use ofASL is very negative.
And these professionais promote the myth that those people who use ASL are illiterate
and unschooled. If you use a signed language you will never be a fully functioning per
son. Many parents of Codas have internalized these beliefs/myths, even though they
may he fluent users ofAmerican Sign Language. As a resuit some Deaf parents may not
sign to their Coda chfldren. These Coda children wifl grow up without a means of really
communicating with their own parents, somewhat the reverse of the Deaf child in the
24 This inability to sign is
Hearing family where the Hearing parents do not learn to sign.
a major issue when Codas get together. Those Codas who do not sign may feel that they
are not part of either the Deaf world or the Coda world, and don’t know how they feel
about the Hearing world. It is probahly another reason to escape far from the border.
The further away the less inner conflict encountered.
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The “cultural” acceptance of one group or another clearly is defined by the acceptance
and access allowed bythe power/dominant group. It is at “the edge of culture”
26 that the
problems ofCoda and Deaf culture have faced the “border wall.” Codas are ahle to easily
move across or between the two populations. This is parallel to those Deaf people who
speak well and constitute the “bridge” DeaT members of the community. Many of the
Deafleaders are from this membership group within the Deaf community. Deafleaders
also come under the archetype of the “Gallaudet Deaf,” a distinction made by members
within the Deaf communit-y. This abiity to travel easily across the border engenders sus
picion and mistrust because those Deafwho cannot traverse the border easily do not
have the same access to the information, purpose, or control of this border-crossing
process. Hence, divisions within the Deaf world are created. Codas are viewed within
these divisions and are suspect as to their purpose when residing on either side of the
border. When the Coda resides in the Hearing sector of the border the issues become,
what does the Coda say about the Deaf, about the Deaf community, about their Deaf
parents, about their Deaf parents’ friends, etc. As a resuit Codas are looked upon with
a wary eye especially if they are in the business of the Deaf (i.e., teacher, social worker,
etc.).
How does a child growing up in a Deaf household and living in a Hearing neighbor
hood come to understand and to resolve the tremendous conflicts about their parents

Codas as Hearing: Acculturation and Identity

j am arnazed at the resiliency and strength of identity that Codas achieve given the ten
sion and conflict that enters their life at times when identity formation and individu
ation occurs. Codas are immersed in the Hearing world view of Deaf people and find
confljct in that view when looldng at their own parents, as the quote from Davis above
attests. As another example, a Coda student arrived at the imiversity as a freshman who
could not believe a Deaf person was getting his PhD at a major universit In addition,
this Coda could not believe that this same Deaf person was going to he their professor
and advisor for four years. Yet this same student came from four generations of Deaf
people. The internalization of what Deaf people are developed out of experience. This
Coda witnessed his own family as having a great deal of struggle with the Hearing world.
It appeared that the solutions to the struggles were always solved by contacting the
Hearing memher of the family. This is not atypical ofyoung Codas. In growing up, we do
not know who is right in their view of Deaf people. Many Codas continue to believe that
their parents are less capable than other people and that it is a direct resuit of their being
Deaf. Our knowledge of the world is derived from a very small sample, and as children
of Deaf parents, we leam early the false belief that the Hearing know what is best. II is
always important to give deference to Hearing people, a belief that Deaf people learned
in their educational programs, and consequently this myth has been passed on to us.

the national Deaf magazine and authored plays that he and his friends performed at the Deaf
Club. 1 also knew, when 1 looked at the pile of old New York Times issues in the closet, that
headiines were blazoned with my father’s name for having been a world-class race-wallcer, ali
the while working as a sewing machine operator in a sweatshop.
25
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The above issues can be referred to as border control issues. These are the issues that
infiame the two cultures and that carry misunderstanding, illogical beliefs, pain, and
suffering within famiies and across generations. These border iSSues create the greatest
confiict. As young children Codas learn that English is supreme, to the point that many
Deaf parentS do not want to sign with their children for fear it will interfere with their
English development. There is no research to support this in the history of the Deaf in
the world. In fact, in contrast, those Codas who grow up in a signing environment do not
lack English skills in comparison to the general population. It is possible the interpret
ing process may support the learning of both languages to fluency. Since interpreting
requires one to move from one language to another, it is critical to know what the mean
ingS are in both languages.
The greatest conflicts in the development ofa Coda reside around the issues ofian
guage and education, issueS clearly controlled by the Hearing side of the border. It is in
this process of control over the language issue that the development and feeling ofpow
erlessness occurs in both Codas and their parents. Language is the train that carries the
culture across the community and from one family to another. It is also the train wreck
that prevents intergenerational interaction when the grandparents are Hearing.
The real irony is that ASL is thought to he bad by the Hearing and yet it is the main
process with which many ofus communicate with our parents and our parents’ friends.
For those Codas who do not sign, many feel they have been cheated, cheated by some
uniurnwn group called the “Hearing.” Many Codas who do not sign may not have had
an in-depth conversation with their parentS for most of their life.
Finally, how does a youngster listen to the countless stories and statements that
imply a “hate the Hearing” attitude by many Deaf people? Codas are subjected to these
statements by their parents, sometimes direct, sometimes incidental, and it becomes a
confusing mess, when we know that we are “Hearing.” As children, we probahly don’t
recognize the conflict immediately, but as we get oider, it becomes very clear that “Hear

BELIEF

Hearing is bad.
Deaf is bad.
ASL is good.
ASL is bad.
ASL is broken English.
Broken English is bad.
English is bad.
Literacy is good.
Can’t read or write.
Deaf are illiterate.
ASL and English are both languages of the Deafworld.
Biingualism is bad.

SIDE OF BORDER

and themselves to which they are exposed? At very young ages, Codas are exposed to
attitudes around language and around their parents as follows:

ROBERT HOFFMEISTER

ing” people are the enemy. One of the most complicated situations Codas face is under
anding that the term Hearing does not apply to us. But we learn very late about this.
5
A real probiem is that we listen to our parents and their friends complain about those
“J-{earing” people, and then we look at ourselves, and we are Hearing. Our parents then
turn around and cafl us Hearing. This is difficult to rectify in our lives. It sometimes
driveS us away from the community
How does one rectify these confusing, alienating, and opposing views? What type
ofpersoflalitY is developed in which the parent is viewed as the child who is unable to
communicate and the child has ail the communication tools at their disposal? How is
a chlld to grow into adolescence and eventually adulthood and come to terms with aH
this conflict?
The young Coda becomes initially stigmatized in the Hearing world and has no way
to ohtain quick answers or explanations for what is happening. As a resuit some out
comes are predictable, such as many Codas become shy at first and some stay shy in the
HearingWorld. Some Codas become peacemakers to recondile both the internal and ex
27 Ifyou can solve the external conflicts then maybe you can reduce the
ternal conflicts.
internal conflict that has built up for so long.
Some Codas solve the internal conflict by “rurming away,” metaphorically speaking.
Most remove themselves physically from the Deafworld. And for those who escape, the
death of both parents is the final border crossing for most Codas, since most of them
are not in the Deafbusiness. Once our parents die, there is no need to continue the as
sociation with Deaf people. Since most Deaf people have hearing children and hearing
grandchildren, the connection with the Deaf is truly only “one generation thick.”
The borderwafls become thick at this juncture because of the two views ofour par
ents: Deaf parents are capable versus Deaf parents are not capable. It is here that some
of the most complicated identity processes occur. For example, when we are in the midst
ofa Deaf conversation or interactingwith ourparents over some event that occurred on
the Hearing side of the border, the phrase “It’s hearing people’s fault” pops up in our
presence. We know we can hear but are we part of the “hearing” as referenced in these
attacks? In addition, we are subjected to countless interactions where Hearing people
make negative references to our parents. The terms “dummy,” “dumb,” “ifiiterate,” and
“stupid” are bandied about over the time of our development. It is no wonder that we
rebel in adolescence or become passive as adults and for the most part escape this con
stant conflict that becomes our cultural heritage. We learn at a young age that Hearing
people do not understand our parents, and our parents do not understand them. We
learn that the Deaf club is a place where Deaf people are treated as people with aH the
positives and negatives associated with the treatment of equals. We learn that as we
grow we will be expected to “leave” the community In fact, we are groomed for it. As
adulis there is no official membership for Codas in any of the Deaf organizations, the
cultural events, or the social processes. There is no shaping us to assist in shaping the
future for better or worse. There is no process for Codas to learn how to access power in
the Deafworld.
28 In the hearing world,
This resuits in feelings of powerlessness to shape our lives.
hearing parents are invested in shaping the lives oftheir children so that they can access,
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learn, and participate in the culture as adults. Hearing people learn about the mecha•
nisms through which you can access power. Now clearly ali power is not accessible by
everyone, but there is the myth that “anyone can he president” in the Hearing world
There is no such myth in the Deafworid for Codas. You can only he what the Deafworld
dictates you can he. There is no role for Codas in the Deafworld other than the border•
riding interpreteL
Access to shaping the consequences of skill acquisition and learning in the Deaf
world is in the Hearing world as, for exampie, in two areas: education and law. In educa•
tion, the decisions or policies are made by hearing people (even including disabled peo
ple but not Deaf people) and these poiicies eventuaily influence the Deaf world. What
Codas learn from these policies is just how powerless our parents are and by extension
how powerless we realiy are. The myth of democracy says that the majority rules, and jf
you are a minority it is extremeiyhard to get a majorityvote. In the case ofDeafpeople,
they are a minority within a minority (the “disabied” population). To the point, majn
streaming as a poiicy is a Hearing worid creation. It heaviiy impacts on the Deaf worid
and splits the Deaf aduit population into those who use ASL’ and those who don’t. In
fact, the identity confusion of our parents is the direct resuit of the Hearing worid’s treat
ment of Deaf children in the education field. As aduits, Codas become confronted with
an identity crisis. Codas have more access to this policy-maldng process because they
are Hearing. Yet, Codas who do not and are not embraced by the Deaf worid as aduits
see themseives as Hearing peopie. As adults many Godas bring with them ail the inaccu
rate and unfounded beiiefs of the Hearing worid since there is no mechanism for them
to believe or learn otherwise. As a resuit Godas have the potential of being in a unique
position, but the history of Godas suggests they see themseives as part of the Hearing
world not the Deafworid.
As an example when the two worids coiiide, when Coda superintendents of schoois
for the Deaf and Coda program directors and Coda principais in reguiar schooi settings
have an opportunity to mix at meetings and conferences the border issue becomes pro
nounced. These professional Codas function in the Hearing worid even though they are
in schools for the Deaf, which are supposedly viewed as part of the Deafworid (another
29 In reaiity schools for the Deaf are part and parcei of the Hearing worid except
myth).
when the business of education has been compieted for the day. It just S0 happens that
the Deafworid is encased as a minority group inside the schooi for the Deaf. Deafadults
run the school after hours; Hearing aduits run the schooi during the academic time and
Hearing aduits make poiicy, raise funds, etc. Hence the Hearing run the school as part
of the Hearing world from a hearing perspective. Coda professionais bring ali their bag
gage to the operation of the school. And in most cases, this baggage if fuii of the inter
naiized Hearing views oftheir parents and what they have learned aiong the way. These
inciude the use ofASL is bad, Deafopinions are one-sided and narrow, there are many
options that shouid he avaiiable to parents, to iearn to taik is very important, the aver
age Deaf person xviii never reaiiy iearn to read, etc. Ali of these views resuit in the con
tinuation of our Deaf parents not being abie to ohtain a good education, not feeiing as
participants in their iives, growing up without any controi over their own destiny, etc.
The cycie continues. Yes, there are some superintendents who hire the Deaf, who look
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‘1 saw the inteiligent and iiveiy side of my parents and their friends at the Deaf Ciub. 1
knew that my father and mother were capabie of suhde communication, and that sign
language was as adequate, capacious, and poetic as any ianguage. 1 couid teii my par
°
3
ents aimost anything that any other kid in the Bronx couid teil his or her parents.”
The Deaf say they are not disabied and do not want the same things that the general
disabied popuiation want. However, the Deaf want captions, interpreters, TTY access,
reiay, etc. Me not these accommodations simiiar to what the general disabied popula
tion wants? For a Coda this paradox is difficuit to understand as a person growing up
and extremeiy difficuit to expiain to others. Hence, many Codas get into a defensive
posture defending the Deaf perspective without having a strong supporting rationale
behind it.
Ifwe did identify as “Deaf” are we required to experience the same discrimination,
trauma, and prejudice as our parents and other Deaf people? In fact, many times we
do receive the same treatment as our parents and as our parents’ friends. It can best he
seen in the interpreting situation.
Many times as chiidren and young aduits we are exposed to extremeiy prejudiciai
comments about the Deaf. Sometimes the comments are not aiways obvious but subtle,
and since we are not trained to he professionai interpreters it is vety difficuit to know
what to do. Many times diseriminatory comments arise out of the situations where the
interpreter is misconstrued to he part of the Deaf person and is not there on hehaif of
the Hearing person. There is no piace a Coda can go to get advice on how to handie this
type of discrimination. As a resuit 1 beiieve that Codas deveiop either of the foiiowing
two types of strategies to handie their own inner conflict.
The first strategy is to deveiop into a peacemaker, which borders on the passive side
of the spectrum, whiie others may deveiop into what has been caiied the freedom fight
’ In truth, there is some of each of these components in ali Codas. Many Codas in
3
er.
an attempt to avoid conflict keep to themseives any negatives from both sides of the
border. Hence, we hecome repositories of the rampant discrimination and prejudice
of both popuiations with no outiet that wouid provide some type of resoiution to this
conflict. Here is where the attempt at therapeutic intervention is thwarted. As cauidrons
of information ahout hoth groups, yet not beionging to either one, where does one go
to reiieve the pressure when the cauldron is fuii? If you go to the Hearing therapist, you
must process the information about the Hearing through Hearing minds in that you
must see the Coda’s information based on the norm of the Hearing. How do you discuss
the positive nature of having Deaf parents from the Hearing point of view? No matter

Border Taik: Language, Communication, and Signing

tothe Deaf for advice; however, when it comes to academics the Hearing policy reverts
to the Hearing worid. This Hearing controi of attitudes and beiiefs is passed on to Codas.
So in essence if one wishes to become a ieader and participate in the power structure,
Codas must adopt the Heariflg worid views. Becoming Hearing in the culturai and po
iiticai sense is easier for deveioping a personaiity and beiief system because it reduces a
great number of conflicts.
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For example, there is a major border issue as to how one handies the type ofinterpreting
situation helow, probably encountered by aH Coda interpreters.
If Dad is upset during an interaction and says, “Teil the cierk he is a jerk!” young
Coda interpreters are more likeiy to respond as follows: “My father thinks you are not
correct.” Or some may go it straight the first time and teil them what their father has
said. Typically, this will only happen once. An exceLlent example ofthis situation is pro
vided by Bonnie Kraft on the videotape Tomorrow Dad Will Stili Be Deaf
32 It is during
these situations that the young Coda hears the side comments reflecting the attitudes
ofboth sides. It is here that the idea that the Deafhate the Hearing and that the Hearing
thinic the Deaf are stupid, incompetent, and “dumh” is reinforced. In addition, in many
interpreting situations young Codas Iearn that hearing adults treat you as the aduit and
your parent as the child. AH of these situations must he handled and incorporated into
the Coda’s psyche. Given this process, it is a tribute that most Codas are able to function
well as aduits.
33

1. Who speaks when. The initiation, timing, and iength of time of the interaction.
2. What language wifl he used. The language choice is typically decided during the
interaction and is determined by the level of the participants. However, the Coda
interpreter has free reign as to the ianguage process of the event. The tone of
voice, the level of the register, and the emotional ievei are controlled via the ian
guage used.
3. What wiIl actually he “said” between the Deaf and Hearing participants. The Coda
interpreter has controi over the transiation process and content. It is clear that
the interpreter can make either party look good, appear knowledgeable, compe
tent, and in control or vice versa.

Initially, interpreting is transiating what Hearing people say to your parents and vice
versa. Ali Codas begin this process at a young age. Some Codas continue to interpret for
their whoie lives; ail Codas interpret for their parents untii their parents die. The inter
preting process carries with II great power and sometimes great confusion.
At a very young age in the interpreting situations you learn about the power you
have. You iearn about the attitudes of the Deaf and Hearing toward each other as ex
plained above. Mostly you iearn that you are in almost absoiute control of the commu
nication process. The interpreter controls:

Power of Interpreting

what a therapist may say, there is an underlying foundational belief that to he Deaf is
bad or negative. This is a psychoiogical and cultural fact. You can’t just dismiss it anj
say let’s tallc about you, or whatever therapeutic exchange is made. And vice versa witj
the Deaf. It is another piace one cannot go because there is no rationale on the Hearing
side for how we think. Ironically, it is much easier on the Deaf side since there is more
awareness and knowiedge about the Hearing world and its ways. Hence, it is more con-1•
fortable for a Coda to he with Deaf people who unofficially accept Codas as transient
members. The Coda is a mirror of both cultures.
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There are differences in Coda family makeup just as there are in the worid at large. Some
Codas have large Deaf contingents, that is, grandparents who are Deaf and aunts, un—
des, brothers, and sisters or any combination who may he Deaf. However, the most
common situation is that there are no Deafpeople in their farnily other than their par
ents. This family dynamic mirrors the situation of Deaf people, our parents included,
where in the typical Hearing family with a Deafchild, the Deaf child tends to he the only
Deaf person in the family. 1 arn abie to present only my family. There is not very much
research or literature on Deaf families unless they have Deaf children. There are some
memoirs beginning to surface that provide some poignant and realistic descriptions of
Deaf famiies with hearing chiidren.
34 There are some papers that present a discussion
of family.
35
My family is not the typical Deaf family. Both of my parents were college-educated
Deaf peopie although my mother never completed her college education. My parents
were teachers ofDeafchiidren and were very active in both grassroots functions and the
non-grassroots activities. My parents were very active in the national and locai athietic
associations of the Deaf and the local Deaf clubs, and at the same time they were iii
volved in the International Catholic DeafAssociation, National Association of the Deaf,

Family

n addition to the power of the interpreting process, the young Coda has to contend
jth the fact that the interpreter is really not supposed to he part of the conversation
betWeen the Deaf person and the Hearing person. The idea of the interpreter being the
nonperson in the interaction has a significant psychological hearing on how to handle
each side of the border. It is more through acquired skill than actual training that many
Codas have become good interpreters. However, it is also true that Godas who obtain
jnterpreter training wiII he better interpreters. But those who hecome interpreters as
adults, whom we would ll Hearing interpreters, face these issues as adults and not as
childrefl. Hence the skills and strategies that one may need to deai with these types of
psychoiogiCa-l events are much more mature. in addition, the Hearing interpreter does
not have the emotional stake in an interpreting event since they never have to interpret
for their parents.
A final example of the complexity of interpreting as a Coda, and another paradox
that must he understood, is that many Deaf people do not like to have Codas as inter
preters. It is possihle this has stemmed from the Coda as interpreter who has access to
the most private ofprivate things and access to the community, access to what might he
called the underbeily of the community, thereby posing a threat to the confidentiaiity of
the situation. There is a douhle problem with this: the Deafwant Coda interpreters but
don’t trust them, but they request them because there is a greater distrust of the Hearing
interpreters. This creates ail kinds oftension between the Deaf, the Coda as interpreter,
and the Hearing interpreters. These are only a few exampies of the many conflicting
processes created when crossing the border. The psychoiogical toil this has on young
Codas who do not fully understand how to deal with these types of situations could be
the major reason why most Codas are missing from the Deaf side of the border.
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In addition to my parents being relatively untypical in the Deaf world, my growing up
was also not typical of most Codas. For the majority of my life at home 1 was raised in a
school for the Deaf, which is a different experience than many Codas have. We actually
lived on the border of the Deaf and Hearing communities (1 do not use Deafworld here
as the school for the Deaf was more a part of the Hearing world for me) as we lived in a
house that was on a town street but also was within the houndaries of the Deaf school
campus.
Life at our home was very Deaf. Deafpeople, other than my parents, would often he
there at night. There were no lights connected to doorbells, hence the house was never
locked. Deaf people would just let themselves in. We had a large kitchen in the house,
and many times there would he five to six Deaf people in the kitchen. During these
times there would he discussions and many times complaining about the Deaf school,
the Hearing people who worked there, etc. Deaf people gathered at my home because

The Idea of the Nuclear Family

In my extended family my father had thirteen siblings that survived and my mother had
four siblings. This is a total of seventeen siblings, ail ofwhom were Hearing, and not one
of them could use sign language or in my lifetime has made the effort to learn to sign.
Only one sibling on my mom’s side learned to fingerspell. Ironically the spouses (one of
my uncles) or children (one of my cousins) of my father’s family learned to sign and/or
fingerspell. If there was to he any meaningful communication the burden feil to my sis
ter and 1 to interpret within the extended family.
Typically during the interpreting situation my father’s and mother’s sisters would teil
me that it was my job to take care of them. When my extended family members would
refer to my parents they would use the phrase “poor Bet and Alfred.” This was a favor
ite reference that was used for as long as 1 can remembet There was a constant sugges
tion that 1 was to take care of my parents and that they were viewed as less than capable
adults. This message created a huge psychological border between me and my extended
family, a horder that 1 find difficult to cross even into my aduit years. The interactions
with my extended family allowed me to develop a clearer understanding of what the
terms Hearing and Deaf meant depending onwhat side of the border theywere used.

The Notion of the Extended Family as “Family” on the Hearing Side of the Border

state government committees, and other leadership areas that wanted to both set p01icy for Deaf people and manage the community to maintain its future. In essence, they
were Deafleaders.
What does it mean to he part ofa family? In the Deafworld the term family has a djf
ferent meaning depending on which side of the border you are on. The idea of a nuc1e
family is probahly more appropriate in meaning on the Deaf side of the border and the
idea of an extended family is more in line with the meaning on the Hearing side of the
horder. That is, Deaf families tend to he removed from the Hearing extended family
Hearing families tend to have more contact and interaction with extended family me
bers. Clearly, the issues surrounding communication create a border within famiies.
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There were no name signs for me or my sister. Our names were short enough to he finger
spelled. However, 1 do not recall any of my parents’ friends referring to me as “B -0- B
it was always Hoffy’s son. 1 did not receive a name sign unti 1 was on adult. My father’s
name sign was an “vi” handshape at the shoulder; 1 was given the name sign with on
handshape in contact with the crook of the arm. When my father died, some of my par
ents’ friends raised my name sign to his location. Later, Marie Philip assigned a name
sign to me when 1 arrived in Boston. This is a “B to H” handshape at the shouldet It is
this name sign that has been used for the past twenty-six years. 1 didn’t even know that
my mom had a name sign in the community until 1 was an aduit. The awarding of name

Son of
(in my case Hoify or Betty)
Daughter of_______ (Hoify or Betty).

roy father was a leader and a teacher at the school. The irony of this is that my extended
family did not see my father as a leader.
Both of my parents used ASL, with my mother much more fluent than my father
(who lost his hearing at sixteen and became Deaf when he learned to sign at Gallaudet
when he was eighteen). As a result both my sister and 1 learned to sign when we were
very young children, much like how the typical hearing child learns the language of
their home. In my case, my fluency in ASL is much less than my sister’s who took over
the interpreting role when 1 left home.
Many Codas do not learn how to sign very well. Many Deaf parents have grown up in
oral programs and learned to sign in the dormitories from other Deafpeople, not from
the adults in their environment such as the teachers in the schools. In addition, Deaf
parents have been told ASL is bad and will hinder the development of English, so they
don’t sign with their kids. Many Codas may not have the skffls to have an in-depth con
versation with their parents: this mirrors the Deaf children of Hearing parents who are
unahle to sign unti they meet other Deaf children or enter the Deafworld as adults. As
a result some Codas are able understand their parents but can’t understand their par
ents’ friends. Both groups grow up angry and resentful toward their parents. Our Deaf
parents become estranged from their Hearing parents and Codas become estranged
from their Deaf parents mostly centered around the issue of learning American Sign
Language.
Coda identity within the family can he seen from different perspectives. In one in
stance, the issuing ofnames can become a border issue. Names are important parts of
identity for people. In the family the membership issue ofwho is Deaf and who is Hear
ing becomes established by how one is referred to.
The title “Coda” claims ownership to something not acknowledged in the past by
our families. The term has only been in existence for about twenty years. It was coined
hy Milie Brother, the founder of the CODA organization in 1982. As a resuit Codas have
heen meeting and many issues are seen as patterns within our families. One pattern is
the creation and use ofname signs for Hearing children of Deafparents as a true border
issue.
For example, in the Deaf community many of the older Codas began our identities
with:
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Mirror of the Deafworld: most Codas marry non-Codas. This is literally the oppositeof
the Deafworld. It is at this stage in a Coda’s life that the borders become very well de
fined and begin to harden (suggesting that the border will he difficult to traverse eas
ily). The relationship with a spouse may have a range ofinternal processes, from being
accomplished easily to handling the situation with great repression of emotions and
affihiation.
Typically spouses of Codas will not have had any contact with Deaf people in their
lives. As with ali interactions between the borders, the issue of communication process
will underlie the relationship. Many spouses will attempt to learn to sign. This has both
good and bad implications. In many cases the level of skill will resuit in parents not re
ally being understood, and the spouse is not really understood by parents. This issue
is then dealt with through a poiiteness process. Each interlocutor knows they are not
understood but lets it go. Many times the Coda is responsihle for explaining what took
piace but at another time. Spouses then gain a false sense of accompiishment and he
come more confident so that when the fail arrives, the harder it will he. It is usually at its
criticai point when the phrase “1 know/understand your parents and your situation” ap
pears. In many ways this is similar to the professional who learns to sign.
36 Many profes
sionais who learn to sign because of the acceptance and effort to understand the con
versation by Deaf people have an overblown sense of their signing skffls.
The case where the spouse doesn’t iearn to sign can create real problems for Codas.
Once again the Coda is forced into an interpreter role explaining both the content of the
message, the reason for the interaction, and the cultural meanings behind the messages
37 Hence, the Coda can he cornered into a defensive
to both the parents and the spouse.
role, and ali the childhood skills come into play to make sure there is no fiction. The
stakes are very high, higher than the interactions with Hearing people outside the fam
ily, since it’s one’s marriage and immediate family that are the players not the Hearing
outsiders.
A common example encountered by Codas is when Deaf parents sign: “What’s
wrong with your husband/wife? He/she doesn’t like us” or “1 don’t understand what hei
she signed, please explainwhat they said.” The Coda is then in a double bind: ifthey en
courage their spouse to learn to sign probiems will occur, and ifthey don’t there are stifi
probiems. It’s a iose-lose situation. However, most Codas work very hard to solve the is
sues of communication with their Deaf parents and their spouses.
Another example is the misreading of facial expressions that is very common when
the borders are crossed, especially in a marriage situation. Research indicates that Deaf

Aduit Families: Relationships with Spouses

signs to Codas is an unexplored area. 1 am meeting many Codas whose parents have
given them name signs and they have used them their whole ilves. This could be a gen•
erational issue or an issue ofstratification within the Deafworld. That is, could the n
college-educated Deaf parent he more prone to create name signs for their chfldrefl2
This could also he an identity issue within the community Names could he consted
as membership tags and the DeafWorld stifi has not figured out where Codas reside.
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38 In fact,
people are no better at reading Hearing facial expressions than Hearing peopie.
the probiem in misreading facial expressions is more prone to he on
jn my eXperience,
of
the border. Hearing people are more prone to misread the Deaf per
side
he fleariflg
Since facial expression can he emotionai and syntactic in the Deaf
SOflS facial message.
world but is only emotionai in the Hearing world, Deaf people have more experience in
eadiflg faces.
A number of defensive strategies are entertained to accommodate the situation.
Soon the Coda begins visiting their Deaf parents alone, or frequent visits become a rar
jt Many of the strategies we used in growing up wifl he implemented at this time. It is
much easier to be in groups (family) when ali the members are Hearing or Deaf. Ifthere
is a mix of Deaf and Hearing then the Coda’s role and identity within the group becomes
a probiem. The Coda becomes the “interpreter” in the family, not the son or daughter(
jn-Iaw). As a resuit Codas begin to restrict their contact with Deaf people in general, and
en restrict our interactions with our Deaf parents to the relay or the TTY. Prior to the
‘yfy there was just avoidance of contact with our Deaf parents or with Deaf people in
general. In my generation, these strategies can he recognized when we find ourselves
spending more time with the Hearing grandparents.
Ari easy and common solution to avoid ali this is to move far away from both sets
Schedule visits once or twice a year. This can slowly build up conflict
grandparents.
of
within either spouse. Hearing spouses can become resentful because there might he a
lessening of contact with their parents. The conffict may he iessened these days by the
technological revolution. TTYs, videophones, and reiay access are common now, and
most Deaf people have or use them. However, many Deaf members of the older gen
eration are not fully comfortable with TTYs, e-mall, or instant messaging. These are the
next generation’s tools. It is probably suhde at first, as the Coda may or may not recog
nize that they are unconsciously entering into these types of patterns. But when recog
nition occurs resentment may begin to build in Codas.
The underlying issue is that a Hearing spouse can never really know and under
stand. They can sympathize, empathize, and support, but understanding how interac
tions with their Deaf parents are intended to he resolved may not he possihle. This is
not to say that relationships between Codas and their spouses are always going to he a
problem. Many Codas have developed excellent survival skills that they can then imple
merit to function fully on the Hearing side of the border.
In the case of Hearing grandchildren the border becomes a wall, and the wall is in
many cases difficult to climb over. Again that issue with signed language reappears.
Most Codas do not teach their children how to sign. Most Coda grandchildren have a
superficial or fleeting relationship with their Deaf grandparents. It could he compared
to the benevolent Hearing person attempting to interact with the Deaf. The grandchil
dren are able to interact, but there is no depth to the interaction unless the Coda parent
interprets, explains, and ieads. It is here that the idea of a one generation thick process
is at work. The number of grandchiidren who are ahle to sign well enough to interact at
more ihan a superficial basis is very smali. The cycle continues and the fluency at using
ASL reduces with each succeeding generation.
As a result of these processes we end up developing “border management” strategies.
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The annuai meeting of the CODA Organization is open onlyto Codas who are at least
eighteen years old. There has been a considerable uproar about this issue by both the
Deaf and the Hearing. It seems that Coda-only meetings have engendered suspicion
and distrust on both sides of the border. This shouid not be confusing when you realize
that Codas have grown up in the Deaf world, their vaiues are the same, their behaviors
are the same, and many of their issues are the same. They have learned these values from
their parents. Codas have iearned that the Hearing do not understand, and Codas are al
ways explaining themselves to others. Jnterpreting ali the time for the Hearing members

Closed Meetings

The Coda conference is like “coming home.”
39 However, it is important to ciearly distjj
guish the difference between “home” and “family.” In the Hearing world coming home
is coming home to the family in which you grew up and from whom you learned ali
your values and in which you feel fuli membership. ln the case ofCodas, family is where
you grew up and learned ali your values, but membership issues are clearly faced j
this process. Crossing the border to family means visiting the Deafworld, not entering
as a member. It is for this reason that 1 think the CODA organization has become such
a strong and respected phenomenon. Although the CODA organization meets annu
ally and only attracts three hundred or S0 Codas, the impact of the group can he seen in
the Deaf world. The term “Coda” is now within the vocabulary of ali Deaf people, Codas
have established an identity as a group, and Coda has become a symbol for a subcuj
turai movement. As a resuit of the CODA Organization, the leadership in the Deafworld
is now discussing where Codas fit, not only nationally but internationally.
Unlike other cultural or subcultural groups, Codas had to claim and stake out the
definitional territory of chiidren of Deaf adults and our heritage on our own, where typi
caliy cultural identity and heritage is passed on from parent to chiid. When this iden
tity was claimed and an organization begun, the Deaf initially viewed us with misgiv
ings. When CODA was established as an organization, there was the perception that
Codas were dissatisfied with the homes in which they grew up. It is interesting to see
how much of a parallel process the Coda annual meeting has with many of the Deaf
ciubs we ali participated in as children. 1 wiil address two issues that 1 think have great
import and that represent the Coda crossirig the border to the Deaf world. The Coda
meeting represents the Deaf world side of the border. As children we were viewed as
having a place in the Deafworid; as adults we have been excluded from participation in
its internal structures and politics. 1 wiil address the issues of closed meetings and the
myth ofDeafvoice.

The CODA Organization

This is very much an extension of childhood behaviors. Avoidance of the probiem
keeping a lid on feeiings, moving away from one’s Deaf seif, repressing emotjons are
ajj
strategies Codas impiement to maintain relationships with the Hearing and the
Deaf
worlds.
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adults.
The Dea± ciub was a cacaphony of sounds that we encountered as children. These
sounds were normal and natural and in some cases lovingiy warm. These sounds of
home helped put meaning to “place” in Coda lives. The irony is that as a child, 1 never
laughed at the sounds of the Deaf community But when 1 crossed the threshold into
the Hearing side of the border these sounds became stigmatized, they were viewed as
awful, vuigar, horrihle. The inahliity of the Deaf person (our parents) to speak well or
even clearly is the central probiem of ali Deaf people as far as the Hearing world is con
cerned. These sounds are the sounds ofour families.
The most humorous and loving feeiings are feit when stories are told that inciude
Deaf voices. Many stories revolve around the attempts 10 call us home for dinner or
whenever our parents needed us. We ali knew who was cailing (so did ali the neighbor
hood kids), and the joke was to see how fast you could get home to quell the “noise.”
For me one of most striking border issues is that of using Deaf voice. It allows me

The second issue that needs to he addressed is the meaning ofDeafvoices and the myth
of silence in Deaf families. Re-creating the sound of how your Mom or Dad called you
home is one of the most shocking borders to cross upon entering the CODA meetings.
42 but never in a wider group and rarely as
Many of us did this in private with siblings

A Border Myth: DeafVoice, the Myth of Silence, md the Deaf

they deserve.
The arinual CODA meeting functions as the piace for a “home.” At CODA meetings,
the bottom line is that it is safe to say what you feel and that this wffl be understood
without great explanation and creating cuiturai conflicts.

many times a burden. We are constantly stressed by the knowledge of
f0
oUf faiTlilies is
(one open, one closed) and this results in the constant weight ofresponsi
both ciiltures
guard defending Deaf people to the Hearing and vice versa).
on
biiW (alwaYs
° Deafpeople have “closed”
4
These are iSsues germane to Codas and to the Deafworld.
ieetiflgs yet many cannot see the parallel with Coda meetings. One issue could be pro
many meetings are to figure out what
jectilfl. Since the Deafhave closed meetings and
that the Coda meetings are to complain about
todo aboUt the Hearing, many Deaf think
parents. As in any group, there
the Deaf and, closer to home, to complain about our
is not the purpose or the por
this
but
about,
compiain
or
to
two
is always an issue
of our parents, their resiiency,
trayai of a Coda conference. Ironically, it is a celebration
have been
their fortitude in the face of constant persecution, and how these attributes
talents
and
skills
many
the
of
ceiebration
a
handed down to us. The CODA meeting is
that ali ofus seem to hold in a hidden part of our psyches. The meeting presents taients
ofCodas across a range that continues to astound me. 1 have seen musicai talents equai
to many of the professionais in our world to storyteliers whose ASL fluency is equal to
some of the most respected professionals (some compare to Garrison Keillor) to those
who present intellectuai workshops on issues germane to our lives and the history of
’ The range oftaient, knowiedge,
4
Deafpeople, which includes Codas and Deaf Culture.
and intellect is displayed for the group to see and for the individual to gain the respect
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